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Grieving during the holidays is difficult, especially the first holiday cycle after the passing of a loved
one.
Whatever your age, whatever the cause of death, holidays lived in the absence of a Loved One can be a
very difficult time. Customary routines are ended, never to be repeated in quite the same way. Easygoing laughter, once flowing so naturally, may become awkward or even altogether missing. Giftgiving, once so filled with fun, may seem somehow empty and sad. Familiar songs, once so comforting,
may catch in your throat or bring tears to your eyes.
All this happens against a backdrop of significant questions you may find yourself asking: What exactly
is happening to me? Can I possibly survive this, and do I even want to? How long will this turmoil last?
Is what I am feeling normal? Am I losing touch with my sanity?
The holiday period itself adds its own share of questions: How can I make it through all the events of
the holidays while missing so desperately the one I love? Would I be better off to ignore the holidays
this year? Should I act as if everything were normal? Should I make major changes in my holiday
rituals?
If you're like most people in grief, you will have many questions. It's important for you to know at the
outset there are few universal "right" and "wrong" answers. There may be various answers, depending
upon the unique factors of your situation: who you are as a person, what your family is like, who it was
who died, when and how they died, what your relationship with the departed was, and the role that
person played in your holiday rituals, to name only a few. It's also important to remember that not all
your questions will have ready answers. Sometimes you must learn by doing, and then learn even
better by trying it another way.
Keeping in mind there has never been a loss precisely like yours, there are still some general
guidelines bereaved people have found helpful through the years. I will propose several. I hope you
will treat them as suggestions rather than as prescriptions. Use them as ideas you can expand upon.
Shape them to fit your distinct circumstances and to serve your personal needs. Above all else,
remember that others, many others, have faced something similar to what you're facing right now.
They have learned what it is like to endure and to survive and often even to grow through their
experience. What they have learned is what you can learn, too. The ways they have persevered are
ways you can adopt as well.
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Most of all, I hope you'll choose to believe this: your holidays can still be a significant time for you.
They will be different, but they can still be meaningful. They may hurt, but they can also hold hope -even great hope.
1. Accept the likelihood of your pain.
When you're facing your first holiday without the one who has been so close to you, a good starting
point is with this awareness: chances are it will be a painful time. You may wonder how you will ever
make it through.
This may or may not comfort you, but it is true: your pain is a sign you have been blessed to draw very
close to another. You have loved and you have been loved. The hurt you feel is an indication of your
wonderful humanness, your sensitivity, your openness. It is a proof that another has touched you
deeply, even as you have touched them. While you may wish you did not hurt as much as you do, you
dare not forget that your pain is none other than the result of your joy.
Even so, you may feel you would like to bypass the entire holiday period and not participate in it at all.
That's a common response. During the final two months of the calendar year, however, holiday
reminders are visible almost everywhere you look and audible in almost everything you hear. It's
impossible to avoid the impact of this season. The energy you would spend evading what is going on
all around you will be more creatively spent adapting to the reality of what this particular season
holds for you.
Similarly, it is probably unwise to pretend everything is perfectly normal, and that this year's
festivities will be no different than any other years. The death of this important person in your life has
created a conspicuous void. You may feel that, of course, any time of the year. But this is especially the
case during the holidays. You expect to include those you love in your holiday celebrations -- with the
cards you write, the gifts you give, the meals you share, the rituals you re-enact.
The Loved One who has died, however, cannot be included, at least in the way you wish. And you're
reminded of this time after time in the way families are portrayed on television, in the way loved ones
are referred to in holiday songs, in the idealistic images everyone carries inside about these special
times.
Remember this: few holidays are as picture-perfect as we'd like to believe. It may help to admit that
from the start.
It is equally important not to decide in advance that the approaching holidays will necessarily be
horrendous. While it may have its difficult moments, the approaching holiday time does not have to be
an absolute catastrophe. More often than not, people report that the experience itself did not turn out
to be as trying as they feared. Chances are good that can be your experience, too. Yes, you will
probably feel pain. Yes, you may wish this year's calendar would skip over November and December.
But, no, it does not have to be awful. There are things you can do to help.
2. Feel whatever it is you feel.
You may be learning what many others have learned: some people will try to hurry you through your
grief. Some may insist on continually cheering you up. Others may give you advice about what you
should and shouldn't do or how you should and shouldn't feel.
Whatever else you do this holiday time, do your best to claim your own feelings.
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As much as you are able, own up to the fact that something terribly important has happened in your
life, that this naturally causes a reaction within you. You're not a robot -- you're a responsive human
being who is capable of all sorts of emotions.
No one else will feel what you do, in the same way, at the same time, with the same intensity. But some
of the general feelings people in your situation often report include these:


Sadness. It's sad to think about what you've lost, what can never happen again, what you'll have
to learn to live without. It's doubly sad to experience this at such a happy time of the year.



Depression. More than feeling glum, you may feel desolate or despairing. You may feel depleted
of all energy, listless and alone. You may doubt you'll ever feel any better.



Anxiety. You may feel nervous and jittery, ill at ease and full of uncertainty.



Fear. You may be afraid of how you'll cope, what you'll do, even if you'll survive.



Anger. Being mad is a common response -- mad at people who don't understand you or support
you, angry about how the death happened and who was involved, even provoked at the Loved
One who died. You may be upset with yourself, or with God, or with the whole world.



Guilt. You may dwell upon what you did or didn't do while the Loved One was alive. You may
feel guilty you're living or that you have moments of happiness in the midst of your grief.



Apathy. You may find that you experience almost no feelings at all. You may feel numb and
impassive. Or you may feel confused and disoriented.

There are many other feelings, of course: relief, respect, pride, joy, compassion, and love all come to
mind as well. Whatever it is you're feeling these days, remind yourself that feelings are normal,
whatever they happen to be. They're a sign that you're human, that you care deeply, and that whatever
you feel today, you can feel differently tomorrow.
Your feelings seldom lead you astray. They usually lead you to yourself.
3. Take charge where you can.
There is much in your life, of course, that has moved beyond your command. The loss you've
experienced and the resulting inescapable changes have robbed you of a power you may have taken
for granted. Yet there are some actions you can take and some decisions you can make that are within
your authority. Begin to take control of your life in specific ways, even if those ways seem small.
If the death you've experienced isn't too recent, this may be a good time to evaluate the holiday
traditions you've established through the years. Which ones are meaningful, ones you want to keep?
Which ones have outgrown their usefulness? Which ones might you forego for a year or two, and
which ones are so important to you that you must perform them, even if it's hard to do? Which ones
can you adapt to fit this year's circumstances?
Generally speaking, this is usually not the best time to make drastic changes, like starting life over in a
new town, or celebrating the holidays in a faraway place among people who do not appreciate what
has happened to you. But some changes can be healthy and even important to make. It might make
sense to change your holiday meal routine, by dining out at a restaurant rather than at home, or by
having the main meal in another's home. Changes might be made in how holiday decorations are done,
or how gifts are given out, or when, or where. Consider designing new rituals -- ones that will include
opportunities to remember the past while acknowledging that the present has changed.
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Keep in mind there are other ways for you to assume some control over your life. Eating healthful and
drinking wisely is a good start. Maintain your exercise program, or begin one if you've not been in the
habit. Research has demonstrated this will help you feel better, mentally as well as physically. A brisk
walk each day is one of the best exercises you can perform, especially if you can do it out of doors.
Consult your physician if you have any questions.
Another action you can take is to try to get your proper amount of sleep. Go to bed early enough to get
the rest you need. If you're sleeping too much, limit your time in bed. It's not unusual, however, for
your sleep patterns to change for a while, even a long while.
In general, choose life in all the ways you can. Be among people who offer you vitality. Practice those
disciplines that bring you energy. Do those things that give you satisfaction. Take charge in little ways
and you'll find they're not so little -- they're important.
Printed with permission from Grief Support Center

From Memories of…..

A Gentle Reminder:
Losing a loved one through suicide is an especially devastating loss. The loved ones left behind
(survivors) have a difficult array of emotions to overcome on their journey of grief. There are many
reasons for this.
First of all, the death is usually unexpected and sudden, even if the person had been talking
about suicide in the past. The method is often violent, and it is difficult for survivors to think about
their loved one inflicting this violence on themselves. Unfortunately, suicide carries a stigma in our
society; friends and family members are at a loss for knowing what to say.
For many people, losing a loved one to suicide causes a feeling of abandonment thinking: "My
loved one chose to leave me!" All of these issues are difficult to deal with during the grieving process.
Fortunately, the Greenville area has a self-help/support group called "Survivors of Suicide" for family
members and friends of persons who have completed suicide. This free and confidential group is
sponsored by Mental Health America of Greenville County.
Groups meet on the first and third Tuesday of each month at 7:00 – 8:30 PM at St. Michael
Lutheran Church, 2619 Augusta Street, Greenville, SC 29605. If a family is too fragile to attend
group, we will work with them to meet privately and gently guide them into the group. Additionally,
CRISISline is available 24/7 at 864-271-8888 and a call-back can be returned by a survivor as close to
the type of death you have experienced.
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Inspirational
Changing the Way we Think of Suicide
September 8, 2016 by Presbyterian News Service
Within a few days of my son’s death by suicide, a chaplain said to me, “You can’t stop people. If they are
determined to end their lives, they will.”
I could not fathom how that might be comforting news, but I was too numb to respond. Since that week, I have
heard the same thing countless times. We – and that includes pastors and therapists – are loathe to give up on
traditional wisdom. But such remarks do not constitute wisdom. They are not borne out by the research, and they are
heartbreaking and they are dangerous and they are wrong.
We don’t say that deaths from cancer, or heart disease, or HIV, or diabetes are inevitable. We work on
treatments and cures. How could we possibly do less for those at risk of suicide?
And we know the perfect role model in Jesus Christ. Have you ever noticed Jesus turning away from someone
in need? Heard him say, “Can’t do anything about that?” No, you haven’t. Even to Lazarus who was dead. Jesus
showed up late, but it turned out that he had his reasons. And those reasons weren’t that he wanted to prove the
situation hopeless.
We, too, can confront the challenges in front of us. We can learn, and we can work, and we can put fear aside.
Indeed: Do not be afraid.
Do not be afraid to ask. You cannot incite people to suicide by asking about it. Use the word. “Are you
thinking about suicide?” Euphemisms won’t do it. Don’t waste your time, and theirs, by asking if they are all right, or
if they have thought about hurting themselves. There are those who consider themselves to be “ok” once they have
made a plan, and if they are in significant pain, they may no longer think of suicide as “hurting themselves.” Ask
directly, and use the word. Get it out there, in the open.
Do not be afraid to listen. Those close to death by suicide often believe that no one is listening to what they
have to say about their feelings. Listen closely and carefully. Do not rush in with exclamations about tomorrow being a
better day. Do not fill in the silence with platitudes. To someone who believes that no one is listening, those words will
ring hollow. Depression, which probably lies behind the vast majority of suicides, is a critical and yes, deadly, illness.
Illness does not respond to blithe words of assurance offered without a backup plan.
Do not be afraid to learn. There are signs. People talk about their despair, their sadness, their hopelessness.
People mention plans, or their sense that others will be better off without them. None of these are idle words. Do not
assume that they are, or that people “don’t mean it.” Do not assume that someone who works productively all day and
kisses her children goodnight is safe. Do not assume that the people you love to the moon and back will not take
catastrophically irreversible action.
Do not be afraid to act. In emergency situations, call the police. Accompany someone to the emergency
room. Help people make appointments and help them get there. Do not assume that they will follow through on
promises to go. As a college instructor, I have dialed the number of student services, handed the phone to the young
person in question, and followed up to make sure the appointment has been kept. You won’t know if you are saving a
life. But you might be doing just that.
Do not be afraid of the survivors (those who have lost loved ones to suicide) or those with lived experience
(those who have attempted suicide and survived to tell the story). We are regular people. We are not unapproachable
because of our connection to suicide. (And no, those we love did not “commit” suicide. People do not commit cancer
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or heart attacks or suicide. People die of illness or injury. They die by suicide.) We are not clueless or careless parents
or spouses or siblings because we did not know. And we are not “catching.” Your loved ones will not die just because
ours did.
Do not be afraid of your own discomfort. At least three individuals made jokes about suicide in front of me
in the years immediately following my son’s death, two of them to my face. I know that it was their own unease
speaking. Same for friends who steered the other way in the grocery store. (Yep. I saw you.) It’s ok to admit that you
don’t know what to say. It’s ok to offer wobbly words that translate to “I’m here, and I care.”
We in our family didn’t know, and we cannot know unless we educate ourselves. I take some comfort from a
flier given to me eight years ago, that said, “If you had been responsible for this death, it would not have happened.”
But over 40,000 Americans die by suicide every year. Forty thousand times dozens more are left to wrestle with the
consequences. To say that our loved ones could not have been saved, have recovered, and have lived their lives to the
fullest is to dishonor them by identifying them solely by their means of death, and to risk the lives of thousands of
others.
We may not have been able to help them, despite our deep love and best efforts. But we can change this. Do
not be afraid.
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Reflections by Becky
I just can’t help it – I adore Thanksgiving and all the food and family, but there is that missing piece that
we just can’t ignore. I look at Thanksgiving as a true American holiday and after the negative input of the
Presidential campaign piled up on top of our grief ~ it can make one a little insane. I have tried to not pay
attention to it, as senseless as that is, but instead to look at the things I have that bring happiness to me!
I can’t help but turn my thoughts and my heart to Bobby, Mike and Missy. They are my children and
they all brought their unique joy and happiness to my young life. Little did I know that from such love could
come such sorrow. However, through the years the sorrow is there…just not in my face 24/7. It’s always a
tender time and there is nothing that we can do to make that any different.
I will admit that Thanksgiving is not as difficult as Christmas for me. Christmas is when my bank of
memories is immeasurable and I find myself lingering on those days longer than normally. Maybe it is the
Christmas decorations that go up the weekend after Thanksgiving which remind me each day that there are
pieces of my life that will never fit together again. That is just plain difficult. However, as we age, and age
through our grief, we do find things that bring us peace, as imperfect as that peace may be.
My prayer for each of you as you approach these special days is that you do whatever it takes to make
you have a little more peace. Mix up what you once did, change the menu, take a trip, or do whatever it is that
will help. This is small, but I keep a candle burning on my kitchen stove and it burns throughout each day of my
life that I am there ~ it is the flame that reminds me of the beauty of their lives….perfect? No, but beautiful in
my heart of hearts. This is a small tribute I made to Bobby on his birthday, October 29 th of this year:
Had he lived, he would have been 54. That is so hard to believe since all of his pictures in my home and on
my desk reflect a young man in his 30s. It's strange too, that he's been dead for 18 years and it still hurts when
his birthday comes around. I remember that baby with black hair, black eyes that were huge, and the joy he
brought into my young life. He grew, as I did, and he brought such happiness to all who knew him. My dad,
probably, was next to me with being thrilled at finally having "a boy.” He always wanted a son, and had girls....so
Bobby was his first grandson and his namesake. They had a Mutual Admiration Society, for certain. This is one
of my favorite pictures because it shows his spirit - tats, ball hat, jeans, boots, and of all things, his love for
nature and the many animals he adopted. This deer came up and stayed with him for a week and followed him
around his yard when he came in from work. I always thought that he was my "street smart, savvy son" but
didn't realize how tender he was in the last year of his life. The things he shared, the things he gave me are
beyond valuable and I cherish them. When you lose a child, you get through it, but never over it. We cling to
material things they left or gave us.....not to mention the many memories of him with the short life he lived. I am
blessed because I had him and today I honor his sweet, sweet birthday, remembering the boy who loved to pick
pecans with my dad, visit the train station, stand at the window of the little house we lived in and play "peek-aboo" (when we moved, his teeth marks were engraved on the windowsill) and above all, the tender love and
hugs he freely gave. Today, as every day comes and goes, we remember him and the love that was shared
between a colorful young man and his love for nature and his family. This was when he was at his best...when he
was in the mountains, backpack on, and hiking to the top to see a waterfall and have his friend, Mike Turner,
take his picture to show me where he stood. Happy Birthday, sweet man, and you are loved and missed every
day of our lives....and as always, I wonder what you would be like today....somehow we find peace without all the
pieces.
Grace and peace, dear friends,

Becky
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Mark Your Calendars
Saturday, November 19th
On Saturday, November 19th, we will gather together at Ellenburg Hall, on
the grounds of Providence Presbyterian Church, 4000 Highway 153,
Greenville, South Carolina 29611 (in Powdersville) to remember our loved
ones. This is a time we gather as survivors. International Survivors Day is
the one day a year when people affected by suicide loss gather around the
world at events in their local communities to find comfort and gain
understanding as they share stories of healing and hope.
This is sponsored by AFSP (American Foundation for Suicide Prevention) and
it will begin at 11:00 am until 2:00 pm with lunch provided. We will share
stories, you may bring a remembrance of your loved one, and there will be a
video that we will watch that will be shown worldwide. Please RSVP to
Jennifer Piver at jennifer.piver@mhagc.org.
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On Thursday, December 15th, we will have a Christmas Remembrance Group
Meeting and Potluck from 7:00 – 8:30 pm. It will be held at Ellenburg Hall,
on the grounds of Providence Presbyterian Church, 4000 Highway 153,
Greenville, South Carolina 29611 (in Powdersville). At this meeting we ask
that you bring a covered dish to complement the meat that we will provide.
You may even want to bring your loved one’s favorite dish…..the mix-up
always brings not only good food, but comfort for each of us too.
You may also bring a photo of your loved one ,and if you would like, share a
memory of them during our time together.
This will be an informal meeting and we will talk, and you will be given a
gift of remembrance. We hope that this will be of help to you during this
tender time. Please RSVP to MHAGC@MHAGC.ORG.
Please note that this meeting will be held on Thursday, not our usual
Tuesday.
This is a most meaningful time of the year, and it is our hope you will gain
strength for the upcoming Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays through
our SOS group remembrances.
.
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Last night, I dreamed that my beautiful sons were alive. But morning
renewed my mourning for them: Christmas trees, snow globes, and music
greeted my grieving heart. Relate?
I understand that people cannot compare grief, but I believe we all
know that the holidays challenge the grieving. Christmas arrives like a
pretty package full of grief triggers: Empty chairs, missing faces, and silent
voices seem to haunt the holidays.
12 Ways of Christmas for the Grieving
Don’t put excessive expectations on yourself;
rest; rearrange furniture to reduce “absence” reminders;
avoid sugar highs and lows because they naturally induce emotional lows;
admit grief. Trying to move forward while denying the reality of grief
causes one to fall face forward.
Does your face smile while your heart weeps?
Give yourself permission to cry.
These are just a few of the “tried and true” recommendations we offer during
the year, but more so at Christmas.
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If you are interested in having a part in the Journey to Healing Newsletter we welcome your poems,
articles, newspaper clippings or readings that have been helpful to you. This newsletter should be not
only an instrument of healing, encouragement and education but also a reflection of who we, the
survivors are and who we have become. We need your help and input to make this meaningful for
everyone and invite your feedback to tell us what additional information you would like to see
addressed. Thanks!

“What cannot be said
will be wept.”
~ Sappho
Mental Health America of Greenville County
429 North Main Street, Suite 2
Greenville, SC 29601
Bringing wellness home…..
Journey to Healing is a newsletter for survivors of suicide. Survivors are
those of us whose lives have been changed by the completion of suicide
by someone we knew. Journey to Healing is intended to let survivors
know that you are not alone. If you would like to contribute an article or
story for this newsletter, please send it to: Becky Kay, c/o Mental Health
America of Greenville County, 429 North Main Street, Suite 2,
Greenville, SC 29601.
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Survivors of Suicide Support Group – this group meets the 1st and 3rd
Tuesdays of each month from 7:00 – 8:30 PM at St. Michael Lutheran
Church, 2619 Augusta Street, Greenville, SC 29605. There is also a
closed program for eight weeks designed to help adults, teens and
children.
As we grow and recover, it is important to remember that the most
powerful aid that SOS can provide new survivors is the companionship of
others who have endured the same type of pain. For SOS to work at its
best, we must continue going to meetings to help others after we no
longer need to go for our own healing.
SOS Support Team
This team of survivors who volunteer their time to reach out to survivors
in need is available to anyone who feels the need to share with another
survivor by phone or personal visit in between meetings. Please call
CRISISline at 864 271-8888 to arrange a call or visit from a team
member.
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